Faster Product Launches
Help Bring Profit Sooner
UPS delivers product launch logistics
for faster gains without pain.

For many companies, one of the biggest barriers to a successful
product launch is the lack of healthcare-optimized, storage facilities.
Another challenge is finding managed, multimodal capabilities
conducive to transporting healthcare products both domestically
and internationally.
Establishing and managing your own logistics network, and finding
QA logistics expertise, can be extremely expensive, not only to
create, but also to manage on an ongoing basis. There is, however,
a solution.

WE OPERATE A RAPIDLY EXPANDING NETWORK
Temperature and
humidity controlled
environments

Licensed facilities
for storage of
highly regulated
products

8Mft2
healthcare-licensed
distribution space

70+ healthcare
facilities
around the globe

Faster Launches, Longer Life
VIRTUAL RESEARCH, ROBOTICS, AND NANOTECHNOLOGIES
Shrink product development time, speeding innovation,
and accelerating time to market.

SPEED TO MARKET
A top strategic priority. Delays in reaching markets could cost
a year in peak sales and millions of dollars in lost revenues.
SUCCESSFUL PRODUCT LAUNCHES
Higher revenues through longer market life.

When you’re selecting a logistics partner, UPS recommends
you carefully consider the following capabilities:

IMMEDIATE SCALABILITY

A DEDICATED, GLOBAL NETWORK

A MAP THAT MEETS YOUR NEEDS

By definition, product launches cause
a need for immediate scalability. Your
logistics and distribution provider
should be able to scale up or down
based on demand. That means, as your
distribution volume fluctuates, you are
committing only to the space and
resources you need.

The ideal logistics and distribution
provider will offer you peace of mind
through a healthcare-optimized,
licensed network of facilities that
can help efficiently distribute your
products with quality systems in
place to provide logistics services.

We know entering into a new logistics
and distribution relationship can be
one of the most important decisions
a healthcare manufacturer will make.

After launch, your inventory levels will
grow or shrink with demand cycles—
or even move into new regions or
geographies. We can help you optimize
inventory schedules and supply
forecasts, all the while providing
services than can help you protect your
product and expedite your shipments.
Be sure to engage a logistics and
distribution provider that can help get
your products exactly where they need to
be, timely and efficiently, in large or small
quantities, and to markets near and far.

Plus, your products can be safely and
efficiently accommodated whether you
need a lot of space or relatively little,
whether for a short time or for a
lengthy period.

That’s why we begin our client
relationships with a complete supply
chain analysis. We can then develop a
mutually crafted logistics roadmap that
helps maximize cost-control and service
responsiveness, while helping to
mitigate risk to your products.

UPS allows you to keep your overall
capital investment to a minimum,
which means that you may be able to
re-purpose funds for better uses in
your core business.

The key to successfully adapting to change is working
with a logistics partner that you can trust.
For more information visit ups.com/healthcare
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